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The increasing concern on the world waste issue has speed up the adoption of the circular economy model to
replace the conventional “take, make, use, dispose” linear economy model. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) has
been widely used in the past to identify and evaluate the inputs and outputs of different activities carried out in
a linear economy model. With more and more industry transition from linear economy model to Circular
Economy (CE) model, especially in developed nations particularly Europe, United States and China, it is
imperative for the LCA to consider the circularity relationship of resources in its framework to enhance the
effectiveness of LCA. One of the fundamental principles of circular economy is that material waste is avoided
by prioritizing the end-of-use capture of materials to create a positive value-driven closed loop. Nonetheless,
the literature that include or integrate the circularity elements into the LCA framework remains limited. Anecdotal
evidence has suggested that it is due to some limitations and barriers, including but not limited to industry
acceptance level, high transition cost, lack of know-how expertise to enable the evaluation and others. In this
work, the overview of the research and development towards the application of LCA to support CE strategies
are reviewed. The limitations and challenges to apply LCA for a circular economy model are also identified to
propose recommendations to extend the current application of LCA for a more robust strategy that capture the
value of the reuse, recycle, remanufactured, repurposed resources and the potential upstream and downstream
impacts for better decisions for sustainability. A case study in the palm oil industry is also presented to illustrate
the possible development of CE-LCA framework in the context of developing countries.

1. Introduction
Linear Economy is also known as the economy that adapts the “take, make, use, dispose” model, where raw
materials are extracted, manufactured into products, sold for consumption, and finally discarded when it reaches
the end of its lifecycle. With the increasing concern for sustainable development, there have been more and
more disputes and arguments on the linear economy model as an unsustainable practice due to its damage to
the environment and its inability to promote global social equity (Milliar et al., 2019). Although linear economy
model can indeed stimulate economic growth, it indirectly creates imbalance that focus solely on economic
growth while neglecting the conversation and preservation of environment and the social well-being. Some
examples of unnecessary resources losses using linear economy model includes waste in the production chain,
end-of-life waste, energy use, and erosion of ecosystem services (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is first introduced as a quantitative environmental performance tool that assess
the potential environmental impacts and resources used throughout a product’s life cycle. It helps to quantify
environmental impacts of a product during its life cycle from the stage of raw materials acquisition to
manufacturing of products to the disposal and waste management process (Guinée et al., 1993). Since then,
LCA has been gaining wider acceptance and being apply in many industries, including but not limited to building
and constructions, manufacturing, oil and gas, life sciences and chemicals etc. However, LCA studies carried
out often result in inconsistent outcomes due to the absence of a concrete methodology framework. The
methodology framework of LCA studies was then developed and improved from time to time. Based on the most
widely accepted standard finalized and determined by ISO 14040, LCA comprises four phases in sequence,
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starting with the goal and scope definition, followed with Life Cycle Inventory Analysis (LCI), then Life Cycle
Impact Assessment (LCIA), and finally the interpretation phase (Finkbeiner, 2006). By implementing LCA
towards linear economy model, it helps to compare the full range of environmental effects assignable to products
and services by quantifying all inputs and outputs of materials flows, which then evaluates how these material
flows impact the environment within the system boundary. The life cycle in the system boundary includes the
extraction and processing, necessary transportation, as well as reuse and recycling, that also described as
cradle-to-grave analysis that ultimately helps decision maker to choose between alternative processes and
processing routes (Azapagic and Clift, 1999).
Even with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) documents, many academia and researchers
remain doubtful towards LCA studies. Lee and Xu (2015) advocate that LCA investigates burdens on the
environment instead of impacts due to the absence of universally acceptable method to evaluate impact on the
environment. This can also lead to the explanation that LCA studies can only evaluate a single, but not multiple
product life cycles at one time. Graedel (1998) proposed that some of the limitations and issues of LCA can be
solved and the application of LCA can be more common considered it can be applied towards a region, country,
or continent instead of just a single product or single corporation. These reasons illustrate the capability and
appropriateness of applying LCA in linear economy model, rather than CE model. As linear economy model
ultimately associated with challenges such as resource scarcity, high waste management cost and
environmental degradation, more and more countries are interested to learn as well as transitioning to embrace
the CE model (Panchal et al., 2021).
A circular economy is a regenerative system in which resource input and waste, emission, and energy leakage
are minimized by slowing, closing, and narrowing material and energy loops (Schröder et al., 2019). CE turns
products at the end of their life cycle into resources for other stakeholders by: i) reuse and recycle what is still
functional; ii) remanufacture, refurbish, and repurpose the components that cannot be repaired; iii) regenerate
and redistribute what is processed (Stahel, 2016). Circular economy replaces the linear take, make, use,
dispose production model and gives the economy itself the ability to create a positive value-driven closed loop
(Hishammuddin et al., 2018). Even though the economic growth might be showing positive sign over the shortterm using the linear economy model, as raw material supply and resources getting rare and decreases in
quantity, the consequences of overlook the importance of sustainability will rebound back to the stakeholder.
With the increasing uptake of the concept of circular economy in different industries, the feasibility of applying
LCA in the assessment and evaluation of the circular economy model on environment remains unknown. Thus,
this work aims to examine the relationship between the LCA application towards linear economy and circular
economy. The applications of LCA on linear economy model in the past are reviewed to serve as the basic of
the development of the CE-LCA framework, to improve the current LCA to capture the circularity elements in
the Circular Economy model. Furthermore, the limitations, research gaps, as well as barriers of utilizing LCA to
support Circular Economy strategies are also identified. It is worth highlighting that the CE-LCA framework aims
to take in consideration of the circularity in terms of the whole system environment. Conventional LCA applies
cut off rules and establish a clear system boundary within the product system. Cut off points were meant for
processes that have a negligible contribution to the total impact. The integration of the circular economy
principles in an industry or process is often not restricted to a particular stage or process, but rather a systemic
change that initiate in design out waste and pollution, maximize the resources lifespan as well as to improve the
efficiency in regenerating natural ecosystem. The conventional LCA method that applies cutoff rules and
establish a clear system boundary restricts the comprehensive assessment of the impacts of a circular economy
project. CE-LCA offers an expansion to include the not only the “circular” resources within the product system
through reduction, reuse, recycled, repurposed, and remanufactured, but also the interconnections between
different system boundary that contributes in waste management, pollution reduction and regeneration of natural
systems.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 –Circular Economy – Life Cycle Assessment (CE-LCA)
Framework; Section 3 - Limitations and barriers to utilize CE-LCA Framework for sustainable development;
Section 4 - Overall Industry Perspective and Reaction and Section 5 - Conclusion and future works.

2. Circular Economy – Life Cycle Assessment (CE-LCA) Framework
CE-LCA framework is a framework where it broadens the scope of the conventional LCA to integrate the
circularity of the resources within the system boundary to evaluate the overall environmental performance. It
refrains the LCA from solely focusing on the micro side of supply chain to pay more attention to the macro side
of the supply chain. All stakeholders in the ecosystem were involved as a part of a bigger whole in CE-LCA as
compared to the conventional LCA approach that only focus on the stakeholder at the upstream of the supply
chain (Azapagic and Clift, 1999). For example, the system boundary of conventional LCA only focus on single
upper stream stakeholder, usually producer or manufacturer in the supply chain. It will evaluate and analyze the
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environmental impacts generated based on unit processes in the product system and come out with
recommendations that can reduce the negative impacts. This is not entirely accurate as it neglects the
importance and values that might be offered by the other stakeholders within the supply chain. CE-LCA includes
all stakeholders in the system boundary itself, thus focusing more on cooperative effort as well as “waste to
food” initiative among stakeholders in the supply chain. CE-LCA Framework generates a concrete idea on how
to improve the well-being of the ecosystem. It also includes the creation of a positive value-driven closed loop
where all the stakeholders in the economy cooperate with each other in utilizing their resources efficiently and
channel the unused or unutilized resources to the respective stakeholders.
As shown in the Figure I the generic CE-LCA Framework for palm oil industry. CE-LCA Framework enlarge the
system environment of LCA to includes four different system boundaries that each has different set of unit
processes. The system environment of LCA is enlarged to allows a comprehensive evaluation of the
environmental performances of the palm oil industry, that includes environmental impacts, cost, consumer
safety, and other aspects. By able to capture all the values of the inputs, outputs, and the recycle,
remanufactured, and reuse resources within the circular economy model, it enables the optimization and the
improvement of the overall process to maximize positive outcomes and minimize the negative impacts. In order
to capture the value that is hidden or cut off from the usual input-output method used in the conventional LCA
studies, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method is integrated to the existing LCI and LCIA to capture the complex
nonlinear relationship and circularity components within the system. ANN is capable to capture the multilayer
perceptions (MLPs), that includes input, hidden, and output associated within the system (Park and Lek, 2016).
The neurons in MLP are then trained with the back propagation learning algorithm to reveal the hidden
opportunities and positive values that are not captured in the direct causal-impact relationship.

Figure 1: The generic CE-LCA Framework for Oil Palm Industry in Malaysia (own source)
Agriculture sector is one of the sectors that are less competitive in Malaysia. Most of the stakeholders in
agriculture sector still prefers the linear economy model due to challenges in areas of cultural, structural,
financial, and technical (Droege et al., 2021). Some examples will include low awareness of CE model, the
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absence of technical know-how knowledge to adapt changes, as well as unwillingness to invest huge capital
into transforming their approach of doing business. Due to these reasons, the idea of CE is less popular, and
negative impacts towards the ecosystem, especially environment and economic dimension had been
accumulated for years. Malaysia is one of the world’s leading producer of oil palm, and the palm oil industry is
a notable contributor to the Malaysian agriculture sector. In 2019, the agriculture sector contributed 7.1 %, which
totaled up to 101.5×109 RM to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Malaysia and just the oil palm industry
itself had contributed 37.7 % to the value added of agriculture sector (DOSM, 2020).
Oil palm industry generally comprised of several important stakeholders that includes Resource Provider (oil
palm seedlings provider, agriculture landowner), Product Manufacturers (oil palm mills, fertilizer manufacturer),
and End-user (manufactured product consumer). Most of the stakeholders are still using the linear economy
approach, thus incurring negative impacts towards the industry itself over the long term. Waste had been
accumulated for years within the supply chain and none of the stakeholders are taking initiatives to solve the
issue. Some of the stakeholders play interchangeable role in the oil palm supply chain. For example, oil palm
mills and fertilizer manufacturer, which both considered as Resource Provider and Product Manufacturer. Oil
refineries produces a large amount of oily sludge during the process of crude oil refining, which the oily sludge
is generally classified as hazardous waste (Yeo et al. 2020). Due to stricter regulation control, illegal dumping
of such hazardous waste is no longer an option, and the method used by oil refinery currently is renting a huge
area of land and dump all the oily sludge onto the ground, similar to landfill practice and certainly considered as
unsustainable practice (Hou et al. 2013). This is where the idea of circularity mentioned in CE that includes the
use of by-products from one production process as raw materials in another process. In this case, the waste of
oil palm mills, which is the by-products of production process can be used as the food for fertilizer manufacturer.
Fertilizer manufacturers had been using mineral deposits as well as fossil fuels, which is considered as nonrenewable resource in fertilizer production in the past. It is proven that some of the raw materials can be replaced
with residual biomass such as post-harvest residues as well as residues from production process (Chojnacka
et al. 2019). As CE encourage renewable resources, it is possible to channel the waste of oil refinery as the
food for fertilizer manufacturer, which in this case going through extensive process to remove the hazardous
chemical residue in the oily sludge and add in some additional NPK (Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium)
sources to create a sustainable source of fertilizers for crops. At the same time, it is possible that these fertilizers
to be supplied back to the Resource Provider, which is the stakeholder that plants the oil palm trees that requires
a constant supply of fertilizers to support the healthy growth of crops. CE-LCA offers a comprehensive evaluation
in terms of cost, technology requirement, as well as the technical know-how knowledge to enhance the
sustainability of the overall palm oil industry, through reduce the cost to manage the waste from the oil palm
refinery and secure the sources for fertilizer manufacturer. It also shows a possibility in creating a positive valuedriven closed loop in the oil palm supply chain. Further study can be conducted to understand the correlation
and possible dependence between the stakeholders to apply the proposed CE-LCA framework to locate the
best solution to achieve sustainability.

3. Limitations and barriers to utilize CE-LCA Framework for sustainable development
There are several limitations and barriers in order to utilize the CE-LCA Framework in supporting the circular
economy initiatives and strategies. One of the biggest limitations would be how to address different sources and
type of uncertainties that can lead to a better decision. Uncertainties, which also defined as the discrepancy
between a measured or calculated quantity and the true value of the quantity, are often not considered critically
in the conventional Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies, even though it is mentioned as a part of the Life Cycle
Inventory analysis (LCI), Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA), as well as Interpretation phase in ISO 14040
Framework (Finnveden et al., 2009). Since CE-LCA framework aims to illustrate the possibility of LCA
application using a wider circular economy approach, it focuses on every stakeholder in the closed-loop circular
supply chain. The closed loop supply chain works in a way that waste of the current stakeholder equals to food
of the next stakeholder, which is one of the key concepts in Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C) design (De Pauw et al.,
2013). As stakeholders involved in this cycle increases, information and data will increase, and automatically
the uncertainties will increase. Therefore, it is very important to sort out effective methods to deal with the
uncertainties.
Another barrier of CE-LCA framework will be that a closed-loop circular flow does not guarantee a sustainable
outcome. For example, within the system boundary of the process known as “Recycle and Extract” stage, the
increasing level of entropy that builds up during the process of recycling will certainly create waste and sideproducts that cannot be fully utilized or channeled back into the closed loop according to the second
thermodynamics law (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971). It is also agreed that if the development of the physical scale
of the total economic system is not checked, even the potential “positive value-driven close loop” can end up
with unsustainable levels of resource depletion, pollution, and waste generation (Korhonen et al., 2018). It is
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very reasonable to avoid the situation above because if this situation happens, the negative environmental
impact will be similar as that of the Linear Economy, and sustainable development cannot be achieved.

4. Overall Industry Perspective and Reaction
The awareness of the general public towards Circular Economy is considerably lower in developing countries
compared developed countries. For example, in Malaysia, most of the stakeholders in agriculture industry chose
to stick back to their former practice of linear economy model which is “take, make, use, dispose” model instead
of embracing the circular economy as they think the additional capital investment in supporting circular economy
initiatives is not worth the effort. These stakeholders usually put business profitability above all the other
elements such as concern towards environment or social dimension in their decision-making process.
Bigger players in the economy such as big corporations and government linked companies were less likely
willing to participate in circular economy initiatives especially in developing country because a modular
governance approach at the level of policymaking is generally absent. Without clear direction as well the knowhow knowledge, the ambiguity of facing the implementing actors on the ground will greatly increase. Corporation
will be more likely to adapt to the change considered that a certain degree of modularity is built into the policy
instruments that allows them to accommodate various implementing actors, encourage local experimentation,
and at the same time ensure data collection for future use (Manning and Reinecked, 2016).
While that is the case for corporate players, the smaller players in general agriculture industry, the Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) thinks that their readiness in terms of capital as well as technology is both low
compared to those of corporation. Given the government does not encourage and implement incentives to adapt
to the new circular economy model and the forefront support of bigger corporate players, the SMEs are struggle
and hesitant to adapt to a circular economy model that requires higher capital as well technology requirement,
and certainly indicates higher risk for them. These stakeholders usually do not think out of the box of how circular
economy model could generate more value and profit for them, over the long term.
Even though some of the SMEs realize that changes are inevitable and beneficial in the long term, SMEs tend
to think that the role is too insignificant in supporting the changes and so remains the same. Due to this same
reason, education as well as the awareness must be emphasized accordingly within the industry (Fan et al.,
2021), particularly the government for being the forefront to embrace circular economy approach in their
governing policy instruments.

5. Conclusions
The practicality and usefulness of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) in understanding the inputs and outputs for
different process or projects to enhance the overall performance is well recognized across the globe.
Nonetheless, with the world transitioning to cleaner production and focus more on maximize the lifespan of
resources to minimize the usage of virgin resources, it is imperative to expand the scopes of LCA to take in
consideration of the circularity of the resources within the process as well. The proposed Circular Economy Life Cycle Assessment (CE-LCA) framework expanded the existing LCA framework to include the circularity of
resources in the inventory analysis and impact assessment stage. This can serve as a medium to ensure the
application of LCA in support of circular economy initiatives and strategies, which is more and more popular
nowadays. The potential challenges and limitations of CE-LCA are also addressed to prepare the respective
stakeholders in enabling a successful transition toward circular economy. From this study, the possibilities to
develop a more concrete CE-LCA Framework is feasible, considered that the limitations and barriers mentioned
earlier can be solved.
Awareness among the general public in developing countries, especially in Malaysia is still considered low.
Although there are quite a number of university seminars as well as industry talking and discussion over the
years regarding the importance of circular economy as well as the application, it appears that there are still quite
some research gaps between the actual industry action and implementation phase.
This work proposed a generic framework of CE-LCA to illustrate the potential and feasibility of applying LCA in
circular economy model. By dwelling deeper into structuring the CE-LCA framework, there will be more
challenges as well as opportunity to construct a more refined CE-LCA framework. The future work will be
focused on customizing the CE-LCA for different industries, as different industries are associated with different
system boundary to enhance the overall accuracy and effectiveness of the evaluation. Benchmarking studies
can also be conducted to understand the current state of circular economy initiatives in developed nations and
developing countries to educate and encourage more CE strategies and initiatives in developing countries.
Software of CE-LCA can be developed to enhance the decision-making process of the different industry
stakeholders in determining the resources used and process design for sustainable development.
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